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(Communicated by Prof. N. G. DE BRUIJN at the meeting of October 30, 1971) 
In this note we give an alternative proof of a result on slowly varying 
(XV) functions, occurring in a paper by BOJANIC and SENETA [l, Theo- 
rem 21. We recall that an XV function is a positive measurable function 
L defined on [0, 00) such that 
for all L > 0. These functions were introduced by Karamata in the 1930’s 
and are useful in various asymptotic investigations. Well known examples 
are log x, log log x and powers or products of these. 
The theorem we are concerned with reads as follows. 
THEOREM. Let L be an SV function such that for a fixed il0 > 1 we 
have 
L (Jo x) 
-G3-- =l+o(log i(x)) (x --f a), 
where T is a positive function. If xYT(x) is an eventually increasing function 
for some y E (0, l), we have for any 0~6 < l/v, 
lim L (XT” (X)) = 1 
~-PC-a L(x) * 
The most interesting fact about XV functions is that (1) holds uniformly 
on each compact subset of (0, 00) (this is the content of the Uniform 
Convergence Theorem, a proof of which can be found in [2, Theorem 31 
or [l, Lemma 11. We shall show that the theorem in a slightly stronger 
form is a direct consequence of this fact. 
Since subtraction is simpler than division (cf. the treatment in [2]), 
we make a change of scale: x = eu, log lo = ZO, f(u) = log L(eu), g(u) = 
=log T(eU). The defining property of XV functions yields 
(2) f(u+Z)-f(u) + 0 as u + 00, 
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for each real 1, and, as remarked above, uniformly in 1 on every compact 
subset of R. The conditions translate into 
f(u+JoO)-f(u)=0 $) 
( > 
as u-+-cm, 
(4 yu+g(u) eventually increasing for some y E (0, l), 
but we shall only assume that (4) is satisfied for a y > 0. We are to show 
(5) lim {f(u + Q(u)) -f(u)) = 0 u-+cm 
for 6 E [0, y-l). We shall prove that (5) holds uniformly in Cs on every 
compact subset of [0, y-l). 
Let 60 be fixed in (0, y-l), let 6 E [0, 60] and E> 0. We define mU= 
= [SZO-llg(u)l], and write f(u+dg(u)) -f(u) =I+II, with 
I=f(u+ &J(u)) -f(u + w%Lzo), 
II= 2 {f(u+S~lezo)-~f(U+s,(k-l)zo)), 
k=l 
where su= 1 if g(u) > 0, and sU= - 1 otherwise. Since the arguments in I 
differ by at most lo, and u+ 6g(u) + co as u --+ co, uniformly in 6 for 
0 Q B G 60, we find [I] <E for U>UI(E). There also exists us(a) such that 
for u > us(&) and for all L (1~ k < m,) the Ic-th summand in II is dominated 
by F (]g(u + (k - l)Zo])-1 if g(u) > 0 and by E (Ig(u - I&,)])-1 if g(u) < 0. Pinally 
there exists us such that u> us implies 
S(U + klo) >g(u) - kZoy > (1 - yB)g(u) > 0 
in case g(u) > 0 and 0 G lc<rn,, and 
g(u - kZ0) <g(u) + kloy < (1 - yS)g(u) < 0 
in case g(u) < 0 and 1 Q k<m,. Hence, if zc> max (us(~), us), then 
The result follows. 
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